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NETWORKING COMMUNICATION AND DATA KNOWLEDGE
ENGINEERING
VOLUME 1
Springer Data science, data engineering and knowledge engineering requires
networking and communication as a backbone and have wide scope of
implementation in engineering sciences. Keeping this ideology in preference, this
book includes the insights that reﬂect the advances in these ﬁelds from upcoming
researchers and leading academicians across the globe. It contains high-quality
peer-reviewed papers of ‘International Conference on Recent Advancement in
Computer, Communication and Computational Sciences (ICRACCCS 2016)’, held at
Janardan Rai Nagar Rajasthan Vidyapeeth University, Udaipur, India, during 25–26
November 2016. The volume covers variety of topics such as Advanced
Communication Networks, Artiﬁcial Intelligence and Evolutionary Algorithms,
Advanced Software Engineering and Cloud Computing, Image Processing and
Computer Vision, and Security. The book will help the perspective readers from
computer industry and academia to derive the advances of next generation
communication and computational technology and shape them into real life
applications.

ALGORITHM DESIGN

2

FOUNDATIONS, ANALYSIS, AND INTERNET EXAMPLES
John Wiley & Sons Michael Goodrich and Roberto Tamassia, authors of the
successful, Data Structures and Algorithms in Java, 2/e, have written Algorithm
Engineering, a text designed to provide a comprehensive introduction to the design,
implementation and analysis of computer algorithms and data structures from a
modern perspective. This book oﬀers theoretical analysis techniques as well as
algorithmic design patterns and experimental methods for the engineering of
algorithms. Market: Computer Scientists; Programmers.

PROCEEDINGS OF FIRST INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON SMART
SYSTEM, INNOVATIONS AND COMPUTING
SSIC 2017, JAIPUR, INDIA
Springer The edited volume contains original papers contributed to 1st International
Conference on Smart System, Innovations and Computing (SSIC 2017) by
researchers from diﬀerent countries. The contributions focuses on two main areas,
i.e. Smart Systems Innovations which includes applications for smart cities, smart
grid, social computing and privacy challenges with their theory, speciﬁcation, design,
performance, and system building. And second Computing of Complex Solutions
which includes algorithms, security solutions, communication and networking
approaches. The volume provides a snapshot of current progress in related areas
and a glimpse of future possibilities. This volume is useful for researchers, Ph.D.
students, and professionals working in the core areas of smart systems, innovations
and computing.

SOFT COMPUTING FOR INTELLIGENT SYSTEMS
PROCEEDINGS OF ICSCIS 2020
Springer Nature This book presents high-quality research papers presented at the
International Conference on Soft Computing for Intelligent Systems (SCIS 2020), held
during 18–20 December 2020 at University Institute of Engineering and Technology,
Kurukshetra University, Kurukshetra, Haryana, India. The book encompasses all
branches of artiﬁcial intelligence, computational sciences and machine learning
which is based on computation at some level such as AI-based Internet of things,
sensor networks, robotics, intelligent diabetic retinopathy, intelligent cancer genes
analysis using computer vision, evolutionary algorithms, fuzzy systems, medical
automatic identiﬁcation intelligence system and applications in agriculture, health
care, smart grid and instrumentation systems. The book is helpful for educators,
researchers and developers working in the area of recent advances and upcoming
technologies utilizing computational sciences in signal processing, imaging,
computing, instrumentation, artiﬁcial intelligence and their applications.

THE DESIGN AND ANALYSIS OF ALGORITHMS
Seagull Books Pvt Ltd This book provides a study of computer algorithms. The book
is applicable for courses in data structures, algorithms and analysis.
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PROCEEDINGS
Amer Assn for Artiﬁcial

LECTURES IN PARALLEL COMPUTATION
Cambridge University Press The foundations of parallel computation are the concern
of this book, which may also function as a source of teaching material or reference
for researchers.

DESIGN AND ANALYSIS OF ALGORITHMS
PHI Learning Pvt. Ltd. Primarily designed as a text for undergraduate students of
computer science and engineering and information technology, and postgraduate
students of computer applications, the book would also be useful to postgraduate
students of computer science and IT (M.Sc., Computer Science; M.Sc., IT). The
objective of this book is to expose students to basic techniques in algorithm design
and analysis. This well organized text provides the design techniques of algorithms
in a simple and straightforward manner. Each concept is explained with an example
that helps students to remember the algorithm devising techniques and analysis.
The text describes the complete development of various algorithms along with their
pseudo-codes in order to have an understanding of their applications. It also
discusses the various design factors that make one algorithm more eﬃcient than
others, and explains how to devise the new algorithms or modify the existing ones.
Key Features Randomized and approximation algorithms are explained well to
reinforce the understanding of the subject matter. Various methods for solving
recurrences are well explained with examples. NP-completeness of various problems
are proved with simple explanation.

PRIVACY-PRESERVING DATA MINING
MODELS AND ALGORITHMS
Springer Science & Business Media Advances in hardware technology have increased
the capability to store and record personal data. This has caused concerns that
personal data may be abused. This book proposes a number of techniques to
perform the data mining tasks in a privacy-preserving way. This edited volume
contains surveys by distinguished researchers in the privacy ﬁeld. Each survey
includes the key research content as well as future research directions of a particular
topic in privacy. The book is designed for researchers, professors, and advancedlevel students in computer science, but is also suitable for practitioners in industry.

PROCEEDINGS OF THE FIFTH EURO-CHINA CONFERENCE ON
INTELLIGENT DATA ANALYSIS AND APPLICATIONS
Springer This volume of Advances in Intelligent Systems and Computing highlights
papers presented at the Fifth Euro-China Conference on Intelligent Data Analysis and
Applications (ECC2018), held in Xi’an, China from October 12 to 14 2018. The
conference was co-sponsored by Springer, Xi’an University of Posts and
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Telecommunications, VSB Technical University of Ostrava (Czech Republic), Fujian
University of Technology, Fujian Provincial Key Laboratory of Digital Equipment,
Fujian Provincial Key Lab of Big Data Mining and Applications, and Shandong
University of Science and Technology in China. The conference was intended as an
international forum for researchers and professionals engaged in all areas of
computational intelligence, intelligent control, intelligent data analysis, pattern
recognition, intelligent information processing, and applications.

PROCEEDINGS 2004 VLDB CONFERENCE
THE 30TH INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON VERY LARGE DATABASES
(VLDB)
Elsevier Proceedings of the 30th Annual International Conference on Very Large Data
Bases held in Toronto, Canada on August 31 - September 3 2004. Organized by the
VLDB Endowment, VLDB is the premier international conference on database
technology.

DESIGN SCIENCE AT THE INTERSECTION OF PHYSICAL AND VIRTUAL
DESIGN
8TH INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE, DESRIST 2013, HELSINKI,
FINLAND, JUNE 11-12,2013, PROCEEDINGS
Springer This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 8th International
Conference on Design Science Research in Information Systems and Technology,
DESRIST 2013, held in Helsinki, Finland, in June 2013. The 24 full papers, 8 researchin-progress papers, 12 short papers, and 8 poster abstracts were carefully reviewed
and selected from 93 submissions. The papers are organized in topical sections on
system integration and design; meta issues; business process management and ERP;
theory development; emerging themes; green IS and service management; method
engineering; papers describing products and prototypes; and work-in-progress
papers.

GLOBAL ALGORITHMIC CAPITAL MARKETS
HIGH FREQUENCY TRADING, DARK POOLS, AND REGULATORY
CHALLENGES
Oxford University Press, USA Global capital markets have undergone fundamental
transformations in recent years and, as a result, have become extraordinarily
complex and opaque. Trading space is no longer measured in minutes or seconds
but in time units beyond human perception: milliseconds, microseconds, and even
nanoseconds. Technological advances have thus scaled up imperceptible and
previously irrelevant time diﬀerences into operationally manageable and enormously
proﬁtable business opportunities for those with the proper high-tech trading tools.
These tools include the fastest private communication and trading lines, the most
powerful computers and sophisticated algorithms capable of speedily analysing
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incoming news and trading data and determining optimal trading strategies in
microseconds, as well as the possession of gigantic collections of historic and realtime market data. Fragmented capital markets are also becoming a rapidly growing
reality in Europe and Asia, and are an established feature of U.S. trading. This raises
urgent market governance issues that have largely been overlooked. Global
Algorithmic Capital Markets seeks to understand how recent market transformations
are aﬀecting core public policy objectives such as investor protection and reduction
of systemic risk, as well as fairness, eﬃciency, and transparency. The operation and
health of capital markets aﬀect all of us and have profound implications for equality
and justice in society. This unique set of chapters by leading scholars, industry
insiders, and regulators discusses ways to strengthen market governance for the
beneﬁt of society at whole.

ALGORITHMS
DESIGN AND ANALYSIS
ALGORITHMS AND ARCHITECTURES FOR PARALLEL PROCESSING
16TH INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE, ICA3PP 2016, GRANADA, SPAIN,
DECEMBER 14-16, 2016, PROCEEDINGS
Springer This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 16th International
Conference on Algorithms and Architectures for Parallel Processing, ICA3PP 2016,
held in Granada, Spain, in December 2016. The 30 full papers and 22 short papers
presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 117 submissions. They cover
many dimensions of parallel algorithms and architectures, encompassing
fundamental theoretical approaches, practical experimental projects, and
commercial components and systems trying to push beyond the limits of existing
technologies, including experimental eﬀorts, innovative systems, and investigations
that identify weaknesses in existing parallel processing technology.

DATA CLASSIFICATION
ALGORITHMS AND APPLICATIONS
CRC Press Comprehensive Coverage of the Entire Area of Classiﬁcation Research on
the problem of classiﬁcation tends to be fragmented across such areas as pattern
recognition, database, data mining, and machine learning. Addressing the work of
these diﬀerent communities in a uniﬁed way, Data Classiﬁcation: Algorithms and
Applications explores the underlying algorithms of classiﬁcation as well as
applications of classiﬁcation in a variety of problem domains, including text,
multimedia, social network, and biological data. This comprehensive book focuses on
three primary aspects of data classiﬁcation: Methods-The book ﬁrst describes
common techniques used for classiﬁcation, including probabilistic methods, decision
trees, rule-based methods, instance-based methods, support vector machine
methods, and neural networks. Domains-The book then examines speciﬁc methods
used for data domains such as multimedia, text, time-series, network, discrete
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sequence, and uncertain data. It also covers large data sets and data streams due to
the recent importance of the big data paradigm. Variations-The book concludes with
insight on variations of the classiﬁcation process. It discusses ensembles, rare-class
learning, distance function learning, active learning, visual learning, transfer
learning, and semi-supervised learning as well as evaluation aspects of classiﬁers.

OUTLIER ANALYSIS
Springer This book provides comprehensive coverage of the ﬁeld of outlier analysis
from a computer science point of view. It integrates methods from data mining,
machine learning, and statistics within the computational framework and therefore
appeals to multiple communities. The chapters of this book can be organized into
three categories: Basic algorithms: Chapters 1 through 7 discuss the fundamental
algorithms for outlier analysis, including probabilistic and statistical methods, linear
methods, proximity-based methods, high-dimensional (subspace) methods,
ensemble methods, and supervised methods. Domain-speciﬁc methods: Chapters 8
through 12 discuss outlier detection algorithms for various domains of data, such as
text, categorical data, time-series data, discrete sequence data, spatial data, and
network data. Applications: Chapter 13 is devoted to various applications of outlier
analysis. Some guidance is also provided for the practitioner. The second edition of
this book is more detailed and is written to appeal to both researchers and
practitioners. Signiﬁcant new material has been added on topics such as kernel
methods, one-class support-vector machines, matrix factorization, neural networks,
outlier ensembles, time-series methods, and subspace methods. It is written as a
textbook and can be used for classroom teaching.

DESIGN AND ANALYSIS OF ALGORITHMS
I. K. International Pvt Ltd This book is designed for the way we learn and intended for
one-semester course in Design and Analysis of Algorithms . This is a very useful
guide for graduate and undergraduate students and teachers of computer science.
This book provides a coherent and pedagogically sound framework for learning and
teaching. Its breadth of coverage insures that algorithms are carefully and
comprehensively discussed with ﬁgures and tracing of algorithms. Carefully
developing topics with suﬃcient detail, this text enables students to learn about
concepts on their own, oﬀering instructors ﬂexibility and allowing them to use the
text as lecture reinforcement.Key Features:" Focuses on simple explanations of
techniques that can be applied to real-world problems." Presents algorithms with
self-explanatory pseudocode." Covers a broad range of algorithms in depth, yet
makes their design and analysis accessible to all levels of readers." Includes chapter
summary, self-test quiz and exercises at the end of each chapter. Key to quizzes and
solutions to exercises are given in appendices.

SYSTEM ENGINEERING ANALYSIS, DESIGN, AND DEVELOPMENT
CONCEPTS, PRINCIPLES, AND PRACTICES
John Wiley & Sons Praise for the ﬁrst edition: “This excellent text will be useful to
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everysystem engineer (SE) regardless of the domain. It covers ALLrelevant SE
material and does so in a very clear, methodicalfashion. The breadth and depth of
the author's presentation ofSE principles and practices is outstanding.” –Philip Allen
This textbook presents a comprehensive, step-by-step guide toSystem Engineering
analysis, design, and development via anintegrated set of concepts, principles,
practices, andmethodologies. The methods presented in this text apply to any typeof
human system -- small, medium, and large organizational systemsand system
development projects delivering engineered systems orservices across multiple
business sectors such as medical,transportation, ﬁnancial, educational,
governmental, aerospace anddefense, utilities, political, and charity, among others.
Provides a common focal point for “bridgingthe gap” between and unifying System
Users, System Acquirers,multi-discipline System Engineering, and Project,
Functional, andExecutive Management education, knowledge, and decision-making
fordeveloping systems, products, or services Each chapter provides deﬁnitions of key
terms,guiding principles, examples, author’s notes, real-worldexamples, and
exercises, which highlight and reinforce key SE&Dconcepts and practices Addresses
concepts employed in Model-BasedSystems Engineering (MBSE), Model-Driven
Design (MDD), UniﬁedModeling Language (UMLTM) / Systems Modeling
Language(SysMLTM), and Agile/Spiral/V-Model Development such asuser needs,
stories, and use cases analysis; speciﬁcationdevelopment; system architecture
development; User-Centric SystemDesign (UCSD); interface deﬁnition & control;
systemintegration & test; and Veriﬁcation & Validation(V&V) Highlights/introduces a
new 21st Century SystemsEngineering & Development (SE&D) paradigm that is easy
tounderstand and implement. Provides practices that are critical stagingpoints for
technical decision making such as Technical StrategyDevelopment; Life Cycle
requirements; Phases, Modes, & States;SE Process; Requirements Derivation;
System ArchitectureDevelopment, User-Centric System Design (UCSD);
EngineeringStandards, Coordinate Systems, and Conventions; et al. Thoroughly
illustrated, with end-of-chapter exercises andnumerous case studies and examples,
Systems EngineeringAnalysis, Design, and Development, Second Edition is a
primarytextbook for multi-discipline, engineering, system analysis, andproject
management undergraduate/graduate level students and avaluable reference for
professionals.

ENERGY RESEARCH ABSTRACTS
LOGISTICS AND SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT
Allied Publishers

INNOVATIONS IN BIO-INSPIRED COMPUTING AND APPLICATIONS
PROCEEDINGS OF THE 10TH INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON
INNOVATIONS IN BIO-INSPIRED COMPUTING AND APPLICATIONS
(IBICA 2019) HELD IN GUNUPUR, ODISHA, INDIA DURING DECEMBER
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16-18, 2019
Springer Nature This book highlights recent research on bio-inspired computing and
its various innovative applications in information and communication technologies. It
presents 38 high-quality papers from the 10th International Conference on
Innovations in Bio-Inspired Computing and Applications (IBICA 2019) and 9th World
Congress on Information and Communication Technologies (WICT 2019), which was
held at GIET University, Gunupur, India, on December 16–18, 2019. As a premier
conference, IBICA–WICT brings together researchers, engineers and practitioners
whose work involves bio-inspired computing, computational intelligence and their
applications in information security, real-world contexts, etc. Including contributions
by authors from 18 countries, the book oﬀers a valuable reference guide for all
researchers, students and practitioners in the ﬁelds of Computer Science and
Engineering.

DATA MINING
THE TEXTBOOK
Springer This textbook explores the diﬀerent aspects of data mining from the
fundamentals to the complex data types and their applications, capturing the wide
diversity of problem domains for data mining issues. It goes beyond the traditional
focus on data mining problems to introduce advanced data types such as text, time
series, discrete sequences, spatial data, graph data, and social networks. Until now,
no single book has addressed all these topics in a comprehensive and integrated
way. The chapters of this book fall into one of three categories: Fundamental
chapters: Data mining has four main problems, which correspond to clustering,
classiﬁcation, association pattern mining, and outlier analysis. These chapters
comprehensively discuss a wide variety of methods for these problems. Domain
chapters: These chapters discuss the speciﬁc methods used for diﬀerent domains of
data such as text data, time-series data, sequence data, graph data, and spatial
data. Application chapters: These chapters study important applications such as
stream mining, Web mining, ranking, recommendations, social networks, and privacy
preservation. The domain chapters also have an applied ﬂavor. Appropriate for both
introductory and advanced data mining courses, Data Mining: The Textbook
balances mathematical details and intuition. It contains the necessary mathematical
details for professors and researchers, but it is presented in a simple and intuitive
style to improve accessibility for students and industrial practitioners (including
those with a limited mathematical background). Numerous illustrations, examples,
and exercises are included, with an emphasis on semantically interpretable
examples. Praise for Data Mining: The Textbook - “As I read through this book, I have
already decided to use it in my classes. This is a book written by an outstanding
researcher who has made fundamental contributions to data mining, in a way that is
both accessible and up to date. The book is complete with theory and practical use
cases. It’s a must-have for students and professors alike!" -- Qiang Yang, Chair of
Computer Science and Engineering at Hong Kong University of Science and
Technology "This is the most amazing and comprehensive text book on data mining.
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It covers not only the fundamental problems, such as clustering, classiﬁcation,
outliers and frequent patterns, and diﬀerent data types, including text, time series,
sequences, spatial data and graphs, but also various applications, such as
recommenders, Web, social network and privacy. It is a great book for graduate
students and researchers as well as practitioners." -- Philip S. Yu, UIC Distinguished
Professor and Wexler Chair in Information Technology at University of Illinois at
Chicago

DATA STRUCTURES AND ALGORITHMS IN JAVA
John Wiley & Sons The design and analysis of eﬃcient data structures has long been
recognized as a key component of the Computer Science curriculum. Goodrich,
Tomassia and Goldwasser's approach to this classic topic is based on the objectoriented paradigm as the framework of choice for the design of data structures. For
each ADT presented in the text, the authors provide an associated Java interface.
Concrete data structures realizing the ADTs are provided as Java classes
implementing the interfaces. The Java code implementing fundamental data
structures in this book is organized in a single Java package, net.datastructures. This
package forms a coherent library of data structures and algorithms in Java
speciﬁcally designed for educational purposes in a way that is complimentary with
the Java Collections Framework.

ENERGY RESEARCH ABSTRACTS
CYBER SECURITY IN INTELLIGENT COMPUTING AND
COMMUNICATIONS
Springer Nature This book looks at cyber security challenges with topical
advancements in computational intelligence and communication technologies. This
book includes invited peer-reviewed chapters on the emerging intelligent computing
and communication technology research advancements, experimental outcomes,
and cyber security practices, threats, and attacks with challenges. The book begins
with a state-of-the-art survey and reviews of cyber security trends and issues. It
further covers areas such as developments in intelligent computing and
communication, smart healthcare, agriculture, transportation, online education, and
many more real-life applications using IoT, big data, cloud computing, artiﬁcial
intelligence, data science, and machine learning. This book is of interest to
graduate/postgraduate students, researchers, and academicians. This book will be a
valuable resource for practitioners and professionals working in smart city
visualization through secure and intelligent application design, development,
deployment to foster digital revolution, and reliable integration of advanced
computing and communication technologies with global signiﬁcance.

INFORMATION MODELLING AND KNOWLEDGE BASES XII
PROCEEDINGS OF INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON
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COMMUNICATION AND COMPUTATIONAL TECHNOLOGIES
ICCCT-2019
Springer Nature This book oﬀers a collection of high-quality peer-reviewed research
papers presented at the Second International Conference on Communication and
Computational Technologies (ICCCT 2019), held at Rajasthan Institute of Engineering
and Technology, Jaipur, Rajasthan, India, on 30–31 August 2019. In contributions
prepared by researchers from academia and industry alike, the book discusses a
wide variety of industrial, engineering and scientiﬁc applications of emerging
techniques.

GAME THEORY APPLICATIONS IN NETWORK DESIGN
IGI Global The use of game theoretic techniques is playing an increasingly important
role in the network design domain. Understanding the background, concepts, and
principles in using game theory approaches is necessary for engineers in network
design. Game Theory Applications in Network Design provides the basic idea of
game theory and the fundamental understanding of game theoretic interactions
among network entities. The material in this book also covers recent advances and
open issues, oﬀering game theoretic solutions for speciﬁc network design issues.
This publication will beneﬁt students, educators, research strategists, scientists,
researchers, and engineers in the ﬁeld of network design.

SECURITY AND PRIVACY FROM A LEGAL, ETHICAL, AND TECHNICAL
PERSPECTIVE
BoD – Books on Demand Understanding and realizing the security and privacy
challenges for information systems is a very critical and demanding task for both
software engineers and developers to design and implement reliable and trustworthy
information systems. This book provides novel contributions and research eﬀorts
related to security and privacy by shedding light on the legal, ethical, and technical
aspects of security and privacy. This book consists of 12 chapters divided in three
groups. The ﬁrst contains works that discuss the ethical and legal aspects of security
and privacy, the second contains works that focus more on the technical aspects of
security and privacy, and the third contains works that show the applicability of
various solutions in the aforementioned ﬁelds. This book is perfect for both
experienced readers and young researchers that wish to read about the various
aspects of security and privacy.

DETECTING AND MITIGATING ROBOTIC CYBER SECURITY RISKS
IGI Global Risk detection and cyber security play a vital role in the use and success
of contemporary computing. By utilizing the latest technological advances, more
eﬀective prevention techniques can be developed to protect against cyber threats.
Detecting and Mitigating Robotic Cyber Security Risks is an essential reference
publication for the latest research on new methodologies and applications in the
areas of robotic and digital security. Featuring extensive coverage on a broad range
of topics, such as authentication techniques, cloud security, and mobile robotics, this
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book is ideally designed for students, researchers, scientists, and engineers seeking
current research on methods, models, and implementations of optimized security in
digital contexts.

APPLIED MECHANICS REVIEWS
COMPILER CONSTRUCTION
Springer Science & Business Media Compilers and operating systems constitute the
basic interfaces between a programmer and the machine for which he is developing
software. In this book we are concerned with the construction of the former. Our
intent is to provide the reader with a ﬁrm theoretical basis for compiler construction
and sound engineering principles for selecting alternate methods, imple menting
them, and integrating them into a reliable, economically viable product. The
emphasis is upon a clean decomposition employing modules that can be re-used for
many compilers, separation of concerns to facilitate team programming, and
ﬂexibility to accommodate hardware and system constraints. A reader should be
able to understand the questions he must ask when designing a compiler for
language X on machine Y, what tradeoﬀs are possible, and what performance might
be obtained. He should not feel that any part of the design rests on whim; each
decision must be based upon speciﬁc, identiﬁable characteristics of the source and
target languages or upon design goals of the compiler. The vast majority of
computer professionals will never write a compiler. Nevertheless, study of compiler
technology provides important beneﬁts for almost everyone in the ﬁeld . • It focuses
attention on the basic relationships between languages and machines.
Understanding of these relationships eases the inevitable tran sitions to new
hardware and programming languages and improves a person's ability to make
appropriate tradeoft's in design and implementa tion .

CROWDFUNDING IN THE PUBLIC SECTOR
THEORY AND BEST PRACTICES
Springer Nature In recent years, crowdfunding has become important and it has
been enthusiastically used not only by commercial organizations but also by the
public sector. This alternative source of ﬁnancing in times of constrained
government budgets enables citizens to vote with their dollars online to bring ideas
into reality. This book sheds light on the developing concept of crowdfunding in the
public sector, with an overview of current academic discussions and best practices
on crowdfunding in the public sector. The volume approaches crowdfunding in the
public sector from an integrated perspective, addressing the dearth of publications
on the subject. The book gathers a wealth of theoretical information, ideas, best
practices and lessons learned in the context of executing concrete crowdfunding
projects, and assess methodological approaches to integrating the topic of
crowdfunding in public organizations curricula. The book provides deﬁnitions,
insights and examples of this managerial perspective resulting in a theoretical
framework of crowdfunding in the public sector. The contributors also explore
diﬀerent crowdfunding applications in public sectors such as local government,
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higher education, schools, arts & culture organizations, healthcare, energy sector,
and police services, which are presented in several case studies. This is a unique
book in the ﬁeld that points the way forward both for policymakers and for the
research community in terms of thinking about crowdfunding in the public sector and
the complex issues surrounding its development.

DATA MINING: CONCEPTS AND TECHNIQUES
Elsevier Data Mining: Concepts and Techniques provides the concepts and
techniques in processing gathered data or information, which will be used in various
applications. Speciﬁcally, it explains data mining and the tools used in discovering
knowledge from the collected data. This book is referred as the knowledge discovery
from data (KDD). It focuses on the feasibility, usefulness, eﬀectiveness, and
scalability of techniques of large data sets. After describing data mining, this edition
explains the methods of knowing, preprocessing, processing, and warehousing data.
It then presents information about data warehouses, online analytical processing
(OLAP), and data cube technology. Then, the methods involved in mining frequent
patterns, associations, and correlations for large data sets are described. The book
details the methods for data classiﬁcation and introduces the concepts and methods
for data clustering. The remaining chapters discuss the outlier detection and the
trends, applications, and research frontiers in data mining. This book is intended for
Computer Science students, application developers, business professionals, and
researchers who seek information on data mining. Presents dozens of algorithms and
implementation examples, all in pseudo-code and suitable for use in real-world,
large-scale data mining projects Addresses advanced topics such as mining objectrelational databases, spatial databases, multimedia databases, time-series
databases, text databases, the World Wide Web, and applications in several ﬁelds
Provides a comprehensive, practical look at the concepts and techniques you need
to get the most out of your data

ADVANCES IN ELECTRICAL AND COMPUTER TECHNOLOGIES
SELECT PROCEEDINGS OF ICAECT 2021
Springer Nature This book comprises select proceedings of the International
Conference on Advances in Electrical and Computer Technologies 2021 (ICAECT
2021). The papers presented in this book are peer-reviewed and cover the latest
research in electrical, electronics, communication, and computer engineering. Topics
covered include smart grids, soft computing techniques in power systems, smart
energy management systems, power electronics, feedback control systems,
biomedical engineering, geographic information systems, grid computing, data
mining, image and signal processing, video processing, computer vision, pattern
recognition, cloud computing, pervasive computing, intelligent systems, artiﬁcial
intelligence, neural network and fuzzy logic, broadband communication, mobile and
optical communication, network security, VLSI, embedded systems, optical networks,
and wireless communication. The book is useful for students and researchers
working in the diﬀerent overlapping areas of electrical, electronics, and
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communication engineering.

PARALLEL SORTING ALGORITHMS
Academic Press Parallel Sorting Algorithms explains how to use parallel algorithms to
sort a sequence of items on a variety of parallel computers. The book reviews the
sorting problem, the parallel models of computation, parallel algorithms, and the
lower bounds on the parallel sorting problems. The text also presents twenty
diﬀerent algorithms, such as linear arrays, mesh-connected computers, cubeconnected computers. Another example where algorithm can be applied is on the
shared-memory SIMD (single instruction stream multiple data stream) computers in
which the whole sequence to be sorted can ﬁt in the respective primary memories of
the computers (random access memory), or in a single shared memory. SIMD
processors communicate through an interconnection network or the processors
communicate through a common and shared memory. The text also investigates the
case of external sorting in which the sequence to be sorted is bigger than the
available primary memory. In this case, the algorithms used in external sorting is
very similar to those used to describe internal sorting, that is, when the sequence
can ﬁt in the primary memory, The book explains that an algorithm can reach its
optimum possible operating time for sorting when it is running on a particular set of
architecture, depending on a constant multiplicative factor. The text is suitable for
computer engineers and scientists interested in parallel algorithms.

WHITAKER'S BOOK LIST
DESIGN AND ANALYSIS OF ALGORITHMS
DAA
Bhupendra Singh Mandloi This book contains algorithms and equivalent program and
also calculate complexity of algorithms.After reading this book anybody can be in the
position to ﬁnd complexity.
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